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HOW HE ADVANCED.
well advised me, for I felt no inconven In 1857 he married Miss Julia Waggenience, but on the contrary, decidedly im- er, of Bloomington, HI. Soon after
A boy’s first position in a commercial
proved. I took another and another, reaching ChicagO,he went into the jewelry
GALILEE.
and the crowd seemed less noisy. business. After the breaking out of the house is usually at the foot of the ladder ;
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY.
Jesus! thy saints have waited long
I went with the men who had knocked on Civil War, Mr. Gaubert, being a warm his duties are plain, his place insignificant,
Office,
...
.
.
Front Street,
For vended sky and wrath divine,
my door and prevailed upon another young personal friend of President Lincoln, was and his salary is small. He is expected
Richmond,
Maine.
When thou shalt come with angel throng,
man
to drink. I laughed immoderately appointed Inspector of Customs at San to familiarize himself with the business,
And in the pomp of glory shine;
But
holier
than
such
cloudy
throne
and
thought
I had never before seen so Francisco, Cal., whither he went in the and,as he becomes more intelligent in re
WALKER & THOMPSON,
Publishers.
Thy watch and walk beside the sea,
gay a company. Once my mother’s often spring of 1861, where he did some good gard to it, he is advanced to a more re
When midnight’s stars in beauty shown
RAY THOMPSON,
Editor.
repeated words, “my son, I would rather service in exposing official frauds, and re sponsible place. His first duty, then, is
On the still waves of Galilae.
see you in your coffin than to see you turned to this city in the spring of 1862. to work. He must cultivate day by day
The ministers of pride and power
drunk,"sounded
like a distant knell,ringing Being appointed Assistant Quartermaster habits of fidelity, accuracy, neatness, and
Terms:
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Have wrought a change in human things
from
away
back
in childhood, but they soon after, he served with ability in that dispatch, and these qualities will tell in
And seen, in some propitious hour,
SINGLE COPIES, FOUR CENTS.
became
fainter
and
fainter until at last capacity at Lebanon and at Louisville, his favor as surely as the world revolves.
Thy kingdom patronized by kings;
I heard no warning. The old man who Ky., and at Duval s Bluff, Ark., until the Though he may work unnoticed and un
But nearer to thy heart was laid
The humble learner at thy knee,
advised me to drink, came to me and said : end of the war, and closed his accounts commended for months, such conduct al
Business Cards.
Drinking the gracious words that made
‘•Look h'ereyyou have had enough.” 1 with the Government with the not too ways meets its reward.
The night sublime on Galilee.
I once knew a boy,says a correspondent,
laughed at him. Enough! Who ever common good fortune of being discharged
who was clerk in a large mercantile house
Grandly the Skill of art may show
had enough wine ! I had become rich. I as a gond man and faithful servant.
In pictured wall and chanted hymn,
He then went into the real-estate busi- which employed an entry clerk, shipping
knew well enough that I had but little
Where high barbaric windows throw
nens
in the city, and afterwards purchased clerk, buyers, book-keepers, and sales
money,
but
somehew
I
was
rich.
The
Strange light into the chancel dim;
boat seemed to be flying down the river, the Gardner House, running it for about men—eighty young men—besides a small
A scene of simpler art was thine—
PBO TOG-RAPHS
and 1 laughed at the trees as they seemed two years, passing through the experienc army of porters, pickers, and truckmen ;
The song of maidens by the sea.
And
fisher
’
s
nets
in
bended
line
to whirl along the bank. I had a great es of more than one fire in the building, and this boy of seventeen felt that amid
------ FOR-----Along the shore of Galilee.
scheme on hand, and after that was going and then returned to his previous business such a crowd he was lost to notice, and
that any efforts he might make would be
CHRSITMAS & NEW YEAR. The foxes find a sure retreat
to drink nothin" but wine. I thanked the of real estate.
In holes upon the mountain’s breast;
old gentleman time aud time again for
Mr. Gaubert had several marked quite unregarded. Nevertheless, he did
The most appropriate for Holiday Gifts. A1SO
Where the green olive branches meet
a fine stock of
introducing me tO a drink so delightful, characteristics. He seemed to remember his duty ; every morning, at eight o’clock,
The birds have built their sheltered nest;
Cabinet Frames,
and I thought what fools men were to the face and the location, of every person he was promptly in his place, and every
The cows and sheep, since night began,
Albums, Pictures,
toil
in discontent, when they could drink whose acquaintance he had made. He power that he possessed was brought to
Homeward from wood and wild have sped,
wine and be happy. After a vvhile the was a warm and reliable friend, aud his bear upon his work. After he had been
And left them to the Son of Man,
Engravings .&e., For Sale
Who has not where to ’.ay his head.
pleasurable feelings left me, and were enemies found in him one worthy of their there a year, he had occasion to ask a
All KindS of of Picture Frames For Sale and
Made to Ordcr.
supplanted by sickening sensations. My steel. In official life he exhibited great week’s leave of absence during the busy
O Christ I whatever men may say ,
They, not thyself,in pride have grown,
head swam so that I could scarcely see executive ability—was quick in decision season. "That,” was the response, is "an
And let them not expect the day
anything. While I was in this condition aud prompt in action. His loyalty to the unusual request,and one which it is some
—DEALER IN—
When they shall see thee on a throne;
the boat reached my landing. I saw a Government was unhesitating and zeal what inconvenient for us to grant; but for
Nor look for wonder and for sign,
hack, heard half familiar voices, and then ous. In short, he was a man who was the purpose of showing you that we ap
But thy full soul of life to see
I
saw a face ghastly pale. I was whirled brave enough to declare his sentiments on preciate the efforts you have made since
In eyes whose light ot love divine
Outgleams the stars on Galilee.
away in the hack, and saw the ghastly all suitable occasions,and appropriate sub you have been with us, we take pleasure
—G.L. Bumside.
face again and heard groans of despair. jects, and live up to them irrespective of in giving you the leave of absence for
In the night, some one tried to arouse personal consequences. His hand was which you ask.”
Gutters and Mouldings, Door
“I didn’t think,” said the boy when he,
Miscellany.
me, but in vain. At morning I awoke always open to the poor aud unfortunate,
came
home that night aud related his suc
and Window Frames,
with a feverish thirst, aud in that horror and had his fortune been as large as his
THE GHASTLY FACE.
and shame—that feeling which convinces heart, the needy would never have gone cess, "that they knew a thing about me
Doors, Sash and
ever since I have been with them.”
a man of his unworthiness to live, I crept empty from his presence.
Blinds,
They had, indeed, watched him, and se
LARGE party of excursionists, out of bed and stole down stairs. I could
In private life, in social and domestic
Summer St.. GARDINER, Me.
guests of the company, were on not go into mother’s room. I could not relations, he was most cordial and gener- lected him for advancement, for shortly af
ter he was promoted to a position of trust
an Arkansaw railway train, en bear to see the face that I had made cus; an abundant provider, a most liber with appropriate increase of salary. It
CHOICE YELLOW
ghastly.
I
went
to
the
well
to
cool
my
al. considerate, and affectionate husband, must be, sooner or later, for there is al
route to visit the advertised lands of a
famous pine district. Baskets Of cham burning brow. There I met one of the his heart and his hand always open.
ways a demand for excellent work. A boy
Cracked Corn and
Meal pagne
had been provided, and the excur servants, an old negrO who had romped
who means to build up for himself a suc
with
me
uu
bis
shoulders
when
I
was
a
sionists, in that unrestrained conviviality
by the Bag
MARINE EDUCATION.
cessful business,will find it a long aud dif
which steals along so gently with the al boy. The old man did not look at me
ficult task, even if he brings to bear
-------- AT——
when
I
approached,
and
turning
to
him
I
ledged juice of the grape, soon became
A Mate Strengthening His Voice to be efforts both of body and mind, but he
unable to distinguish one kind of land from said: Uncle Alf, don’t treat me this way.
who thinks to win without doing his best,
WHITE & THURLOWS. another
Propeller Captain,
or to recognize the difference be I know I ought to die, but I hope to make
will soon find himself a. loser in the race.
6m 30
tween a pine log aud a sycamore sapling. you all forget this. Tears were stream
A reporter who had business in a sail
HAS. FLAGG «fc SON.
At a way station a young man board ing down his face. Turning and point
THE BARBER.
ed and took the only vacant seat in the ing to the house, he said in a voice of loft the other day heard some one moving
trembling emotion : "Mars’ John, Mars’ about in a small room, partitioned off The barber is a treacherous creature.
Furnishing Undertakers, car, besidc a rather old gentleman who John,
may de Lawd fergib yer !” I wait from the loft, and directly a voice roared He is never to be depended upon.
He
did not seem to join the festivities of the
Have a full line ot
ed
for
no more. A terrible dread had out:
has been known to cut his best friends.
intoxicated occasion.
"All clear forward ! Then let go the He is remarkably sharp in a business tran"Join us, cap’n,” said a red-faced fellow, seized me. I ran to the house and hurri
Coffins, Caskets & Robes handing
st*ctioa, and will shave you if you give
him a glass. “Fill ’er up to the ed into mother’s room. Great God ! she stern line.”
lay there dead I kissed her ghastly face
There was a silence for a few seconds, him a chance. The barber is a strapping
eonstantly on hand and delivered at short notice brim,” pouring out the seething enemy to
and cried aloud in my anguish. The and then the voice continued :
fellow, and is ever ready to razor row.
Hearse and teams furnished and full a clear head. "Everything goes,” and he room swam before me and I fell insensi
"Steady at the wheel. Port a little. I have frequently seen him take a man by
passed
on
in
answer
to
the
summons
of
an
charge Of funerals taken when desired.
the nose without the least provocation.
uplifted glass at the other end of the car. ble to the floor. When I regained con Meet her now as she swings.”
N. B. Having purchased a First-class Hearse Just as the young man was about to drink, sciousness. old Alf was sitting by the bed
"Who is that chap, and what on earth He always wants his “hone” way, and is
we are now prepared to serve the public better
side. The ghastly face had none into the is he trying to do?" was asked of the always ready for a brush. He has his
titan ever.
the old gentleman said :
short com(b)ings to be sure, aud is apt to
"Will you wait until I tell you a story ground, but I saw it still. I cursed a sailmaker.
fate that had not sent me home in a coffin,
Chas. Flagg & Son,
"Oh, he was mate on a side-wheeler stir up your dander ; but he has a very
before you drink that?"
The young man looked in surprise at and even now after long years, I wish last year, and this coming season he is to smooth tongue, and knows how to Iay on
FURNISHING UNDERTAKERS,
that I had been taken home dead. "Now, be a captain of a propeller. He is get the lather. He is generally honest in his
the old gentleman.
Milin Street,
Near Rai iron
“I wont detain you long. This re young man, you may drink your wine." ting his voice in shape for the opening of judgments, and sincere in pooh-poohing
‘‘No I My God, no 1" he exclaimed uavigatiOn.”
shams aud delusions; but, at the same
Richmond, Maine.
minds me so much of something that oc
Just then the voice roared aud bellowed time, he is given to a great deal of shamcurred years ago in my life that I cannot throwing the wine from the window, "I
am going home to see my mother and and rattled around, followed by the poOhing. I can’t say that he was ever
refrain from speaking of it.”
charged with murder, but thousands of
His earnest manner impressed the press the warm red lips of life. Thank words:
PH YSICIAN& S URGEON, young man, aud, as he held up the glass God, that you have sared her face from
"Back her! Go ahead slow! Out with people dye in his shop yearly. The bar
that gang plank! Cast off that stern ber is a very secretive fellow. You will
and looked for a moment at the shining ghastliness.”—Arkansaw Traveler.
Office and Residence Cor. of
line.”
find locks everywhere about his place.
beads arising from its stem like bottom he
MAIN & PLEASANT STS.lt replied ;
"What
do
you
mean
by
getting
his
He has little recreation. Curling is his
THE DEATH-ROLL.
voice in shape?” was asked of the sail chief amusement. He always stands well
"Yes I will wait.”
in his profession. You will generally find
Under the above heading, the Chicago man.
"Thank you,’’ aud in a manner still
“I mean that he has been practicing him at the head. He never makes game
more impressive the old man began : "1 Tribune of the 26th inst. contains the
had been away from home for a number following obituary notice of one whose four hours a day for the last mouth and of his work, unless hairdressing may be
AGENT FOR
of
years and was returning on a steam name will be familiar to many of our will continue for a month or more. There considered a rare bit Of pleasantry. The
tteliable Insurance Co’s,
is one standard for mates and another for barber’s wife goes shopping, just like oth
boat,
when I fell in with a party very residents.
insures against Loss or Damage caused by
captains.
For instance, a mate may er women, though she ought to be able to
Capt.
Charles
H.
Gaubert,
one
of
the
much like this one. Charnpange was as
Lightning.
tf 13
free as water, and with that deceitful idea oldest and be^t-known citizens of Chicago, shunt, "Is your line clear?” aud feel it get hirsuite at her husband’s establish
of hospitality which wine inspires, I was died sud Ienly in the early hours of Friday necessary to freeze the souIs of passen ment. She probably prefers to whisker
enjoined to drink. I shuddered at the morning last,the 21st inst.,at his residence, gers aboard, but the captain views it in round elsewhere.
------------------- «>..-------------------thought. My father had died a drunk NO. 39 Aldine sAare, in this city, in the another light. When he utters an order
DENTIS T,
AN HONEST VERDICT.
ard and my elder brother was in a drunk 60th year of his age. For two days pre or shouts an inquiry, he expects to see
splinters fly from eVery warehouse. Why,
GARDINER........................................................... MAINE ard’s grave. I had ever been sober, and vious he had been cOnfined to his room
my mother, the gentlest of women, looked from illness, but Thursday he expressed sir, when a captain of a first-class pro A man met a girl in a lonely place and
Over Post Office.
to
me as the solace of her feeble years, himself as feeling well and went to his peller crits out tO go ahead, or back forcibly kissed her. She was terribly
A liberal discount for work to Richmond
Parties.
thc One embodiment of purposes, rescued office. Upon his return home in the even her, he expects to paralyze everything for indignant, and had him arrested. She
ly3
C. S. JACKSON.
gave an account on the witness stand of
from the wreck of our household ship. ing he did not complain, but was cheerful a mile around.”
"And he needs a Voice?”
how he gazed at her intently, and then
I say that I shuddered in the mere con and solicitous for the comfort of a couple
"Aye, sir; he must have a voice as suddenly throwing his arms around her,
templation of taking the wine which they of friends. whO were unwell in his house,
insisted that I should drink aud to escape till a late hour, when he retired to rest as heavy as the roaring sea lion. When he imprinted a kiss upon her lips. The
Having leased the saw and grist milli. r P^t
When called in the morning there has the voice he must study pose. When prisoner made no defence, and the jury
doinham, known aS the Dinsmore Miii, me suo. the noisy crowd I went to my state-room, usual.
scribers would inform the public that they ate but this was no safeguard against their was no response, aud the°wailing cry of he-has the pose he must study facial ex was expected to promptly convict him of
prepared to do
hilarious persistency, for they beat upon Mrs. Gaubert aroused the household to pression. To be a successful captain he assault. They returned to the court-room.
the door and declared that if 1 did not the realization of the sad event that had must have a voice like McCullough, a pose “The ju-jury w-w-would like to ask the
like Barrett, and a dignity to look which young lady two questions,’' the foreman
come out they would break it down. occurred.
The deceased was born in Richmond, might belong to an offended lien. Then said. The judge consented, and she went
Thus,
I
was
compeIled
to
join
them,
but
at every description, and that they will keep con
Finally a very Me., in 1824, and came to this city in he stands up Iike this—poses about like on the stand. ‘‘D-d-did you wear the j-jstantly on hand, a good assortment of long and still I refused to drink.
short lumber. Hard wood lumber constantly n respectable looking and quiet old gentle 1852. In his early days he was seriously this—assumes an expression like this, and jersey that you’ve got on ?” “Yes, sir,”
stock.
was the demure reply. “And w-w-was
Grists Ground to order and at short Notice
man said to me : "Take a glass or so ; it affected by a tendency to consumption ; cries out, llEase off that bow line.”
And from the room at the other end of your ha-ha-hair banged like that?” “Yes
wont hurt you. A little champagne is no but by the exercise of an indomitable will
CHETLEY & WILLIAMS more hurtful than a little water. Here,” and by persistence in active employment the loft came the rumbling, roaring sir.” “Then, your honor, we acquit the
p-p-prisoner on the ground of emotional
aud he filled a glass and handed it to me. I in the open air, he conquered the tendency thunderclap of a voice, saying:
Richmond.
Maine drank
insanity.
”
“
And
hold
fast
to
the
stern.
”
and
developed
fine
physical
proportions.
and
soon
felt
that
the
old
man
had
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Mr. Allbury N. Dudley, who lost his Ob Hu ary.
leg at the Maia street railroad crossing
Mrs. Hannah Brooks, daughter of the
Lydia Hart fell on the ice Thurs
---- o---on Friday last, is still at the Richmond late Deacon Asa Brooks, of Bowdoinham, dayYoung
night and broke her leg. — Courier-Gaz
House where he is receiving every possi whose death occurred in Richmond on the ette.
JOSEPH PROCTOR
ble attention. Gn Friday noon, the 19th inst., was born March 5th, 1799, in
Friday, April 4:. 1884.
If she had tumbled on her leg and broken
c jaiaiN'A.Tiox
doctors, hoping to save the knee joint, HanOver, Mass., where her early years
Grave Subjects.
amputated the leg of their patient a- few were passed. She embraced the religion her hem t, her misfortuno would have been Benefll of Citizens' Biiil<lln< Aaaoclntion I
doubly severe. This suggestion contains sev
Considerable excitement is said to pre inches below the kuee. The injured man
of Christ at abOut twenty years of age,
------- MR.------vail in a certain town in Pennsylvania, bore the operation heroically, and seemed and united with the Baptist Church in eral grains of consolation which we furnish
JOSEPH FBOCTOR
owing to the discovery that a number of to be doing well until Monday morning, her native town, being baptised by Rev. without extra charge.
when indications of gangrene were dis John Butler, then pastor of the church.
One
of
the
minstrel
end
men
was
a
coastThe well-known and ever popular Sterling Ac
graves have been robbed to supply the covered. Mortification spread sq rapidly
ing captain at the age of 22.—Bath Indepen tor, in his Great Original ami Weird Creation,
In
1823
she
married
her
late
husband
dissecting tables of a local medical col that on the following Tuesday it was de
dent.
came with him to. Maine, settling in
JIB3ENAINO3AY
lege. Quite a number of students have < cided, with the consent of the patient, to and
If he goes on as he has begun, he'll be dea THE
Bowdoinham, then almost an uusettIed
------Supported by MISS------amputate
the
injured
limb
a
second
time.
been arrested, and the community, to
country, where her long and useful life con of a base ball nine by the time he is a
The
operation
was
performed
in
the
after

hundred.
ANNIE
E.
PROCTOR
quote the words of an exchange, "is in a
noon by Dr. Libby, assisted by Dr. Hill, was passed, honored and respected by
Nineteen suicides, growing out of gambling,
I
------ As TELL1E DOE, and-------perfect ferment Over their approaching of Augusta, and Doctors Starbird, Price many friends and fellow-workers in the
she loved; by her husband and have occurred at Monte Carlo since the first
trial."
and Richards of this village.
The cause!
A WELLSELECTED DRAMATIC COMPANY
children, of whom there were nine Five of January.—Exchange.
Although we cannot reasonably be ex patient endured the second operation well, passed tO the better laud tO welcome
----- o-----These poor unfortunates probably took
pected to ferment with the aforesaid com and up to the present time Of writing, mother among the glorified Ones. She their first lesson at a church fair where the This really wonderful and thrilling performance
was awarded to the fellow who guessed has,from its GREAT 1NITIAL SUCCESS,been received
munity, we can sympathize with its in Friday morning, has continued tO im was one of the little band of seven, who, prize
increasing favor and interest until itis everyprove steadily, though his case is still uniting,formed the first Baptist Church in nearest the number of beans in a bottle. with
MOSTW1DELY8UCCESSFUL
habitants, and understand why they should critical.
It’s the "first glass,” vou know, which does whererecoghvzedasTHE
DRAMA. OF MODERN PRODUCTION, having been reRichmond,
in
which
she
was
ever
a
con

peated
at
home
and
abroad
more THAN 3000
the
mischief.
—
Bar
Harbor
Herald,
be highly incensed at the horrible deeds The patient is twenty-six years of age,
TIMES. The plot presents a series of pictures of
sistent and earnest worker, ever ready by
Brother
Wood
evidently
intends
to
warn
the
Indians
’
cruelty
and
the
white
man’s vengance
and
is
the
son
of
a
widow
whO
resides
in
of the grave robbers. At the same time,
word Or deed to help in the cause of his readers to look not upon the beans when —and there is yeta slory of the most heart-stirring
East
Boston.
Being
an
invalid
and
un

character
invested
in
its
details.
“Reginald Ashwe think some allowance should be made
burn.” one of the early settlers of Kentucky, was
they giveth their color in the bottle.
able to visit her son, Mrs. Dudley’s place Christ.
about
to
be
married.
His
family
and
iriends were
As
she
lived,
so
she
died,
firm
in
the
for the students. Doctors are generally is supplied by Mrs. P. E. Brown, an old
around him when a troop of Indians,
The Democrats haven't carried Bath be gathered
Christian
’
s
hope,
sinking
to
sleep
in
the
headed
by
“
Wenonga,
”
the
“
Black
vulture,
” murexpected to familiarize themselves with and intimate friend of the family. Mrs.
dered them all.save tlie bridegroom,who escaped,
arms of Jesus to awake in the home of fore since 1853.—Ezchange
living
lor
vengence.
He
tracks
the
Indians
and
Brown
arrived
on
Friday
evening
last,
the workings of that most complicated
If the Democrats could carry Bath in 1853, all that belong to the particular tribe that offered
the blest.
piece of machinery, the human body. and since that time has been unremitting
this
dreadful
violence
to
him
and
his.
He
slavs
they can carry it now : the child hasn’t grown without mercy, leaving bis mark upon them in
J. H.
Now, how in the name of common sense in her efforts to comfort the sick man and
any to speak of since that date.
the shape of a blood red cross. As “Wandering
Nathan,” only, is he known by the settlers, and is
is a medical student to learn how the aid his nurses.
Proposed Building; in Gardiner.
regarded by them as a witless peaceful man; and
The
newly
painted
smoker.
201,
looks
as
if
Thus far, the patient has borne his
by theIndians as a harmless imoecile, whom
machine is put together unless he has an misfortune bravely, exhibiting surprising
The Gardiner Home Journal has the bran new.—Brunswick Herald.
they suffer to pass unmolested by them. But as
the
“Jibbenaiuosay,” which is an Indian word for
Hello,
editor
of
the
Wiscasset
Lillipution
1
opportunity of taking it to pieces and see fortitude and presence of miud. His following tO say about the proposed rink
the “Spirit that Walks.” Heistheir unseen and
Here
you
have
it
:
a
smoker
aged
201
and
unreachable
foe, until, as the dread “Avenger,” he
soon
to
be
erected
in
that
city
:
ing for himself, In order to dissect, the I conduct has excited the admiration of the
fearfully consumates the destr uctio n of the
looking
as
good
as
new.
Just
add
this
fact
A
meeting
of
the
subscribers
to
the
new
doctors,
and
has
won
the
regard
of
his
fell
murderers
o his race.
would-be surgeon must have somebody I
hall stock was held On Wednesday, aud to your coIlection of tobacco statistics.
attendents
;
while
his
affliction
naturally
--------O—
to dissect. He certainly cannot dissect
arouses the sympathy of the whole vill the following organization affected, under
Weston has completed his 5,000 miles in a The performance will commence with Dr.Btrd’s
himself, and the law forbids his taking age. Everything has been done to make the name of ‘Gardiner Coliseum Co.’
thousand consecutive days and has been feted
thrillng drama in 3 Acts, entitled
President,—S. N. Maxcy.
in London.—Exchange.
human life until he has graduated and him ■ as comfortable as possible. The
Secretary
and
Treasurer,
—
A.
E.Wing.
landlord
of
the
Richmond
House
and
his
After
walking
a
thousand
miles,
Weston
receiyed a diploma. The desecration of
Directors.—S. N. Maxcy, F. T. Brad deserves to be feeted. If he repeats the ex
graves is revolting beyond expression, estimable wife have spare*l no pains in street, J. B. Dingley.
ministering 'to the wants of their unfor
periment he ought to be booted.
but unless the students can be supplied tunate guest, and their kindness in this
The amount of capital stock was placed
with subjects in some other way, we are respect is more than repaid by his appre at $15,000, and the shares at §100 each.
iBetos front our ^eig^bors.
unable to see how they may perfect them ciation of their services. The Odd Fel Thursday afternoon the site for the build
ing
was
selected.
It
is
on
the
west
side
lows
and
the
Knights
of
Pythias
have
selves in surgery without shocking public
To conclude with Alfred Burin’s exquisite little
generously Volunteered to furnish watchers of the Causeway, just abcve the bridge, Dresden.
sentiment.
An unusually large assembly attended the
Comedy, enti- leu
for the sufferer, and two men—a member opposite Blanchard & Milton’s stone
Working; in Haste.
from each society—have been in atten works. The construction of a pile driver funeral of Dr. Horatio G. Allen, in the new
last Saturday afternoon. The Dr.
"Were you not a little hasty in your dance at his bedside every night since the was commenced Monday morning, as church
has been a practicing physician in the village
statement?” asks a correspondent who accident. Although he is not connected none could be obtained smtable tor the for nearly fifty years, moving to Boothbay
writes from a distant state to criticise a with the organizations mentioned, Mil. work otherwise, and the work will be put about two years since. The new hearse with
certain article which appeared recently in Dudley is recognized as a worthy repre through as fast as possible, as they intend an escort received the remains in Wiscasset.
the BeE. Well, if the truth must be con sentative of the royal order of good fel to have the building ready for business in The Rev. Mr. Percival, pastor of the Confessed, we presume we were, and we be lows, and, therefore, will not be allowed May. The plans of the building are gregationalist church in Wiscasset, officiated.
lieve our friendly censor would have been in to want for anything in a community completed. The building will have a He was buried with Masonic honors.
The new mill for making excelsior, has
something of a hurry had he written the which possesses many members of that tower and a handsome front, and will be
been in operation for Sometime, as the bog
article in question as we did, with the genial fraternity. We trust that his pre a credit to the city.’’
brook has furnished the power since the re
compositors driving him and the foreman sent favorable symptoms may continue,
cent rain.
TNy’Sale of seats opens Saturday
yelling for ""copy.” Under such condi and that we may soon have the pleasure A Fine Tas Bout.
•
B.
morning
at Beale’s Book Store.
tions, a man finds little time for overhaul of announcing his complete recovery.
The Bath Times gives the following
2t
40
ing his literary wardrobe and clothing Written for the Bee.
description of a tug boat launched recent Richmond Corner.
his thoughts in elegant language. If he The Lost Found.
At the annuaI School meeting in District
ly at Bath :
tells the truth squarely and plainly, he Mr. Bee:
"There was launched recently by B. No. 3., Monday March 31st, William M.
The Portland Transcript says that W. and H. F. Morse, the tug boat “Se Dingley was elected district agent for the
will do all that ought to be required of
ensuing year. It was voted to have the
him, and will have no occasion to be “Charles Moses, packer in an oleomar guin,” built for the Knickerbocker Towage summer
school begin about the first of May ; 18S4 SPRING announcement 1884
ashamed of his effort, nor reason to garine factory, testified to his hands and Company of this city. The dimensions the winter term about the second Monday in
feet
being
sore
and
his
nails
dropping
off
apologize for it.
are, length, 86.1; breadth, 19.8; depth, December. The agent was instructed to
I shall have new
through handling oleomargarine.”
9.5; tonnage, 96.25. The Seguin is a have the trimmings on the outside of the
The Proposed Skating Rink.
Now I’m sorry for Mr. Moses, although superior constructed boat and is consider house painted , and to make some repairs on
Spring & Summer Goods
We understand that certain parties have I don’t know him from the mother of ed to be the best one owned on the river. the interior.
secured a five years’ lease a of lot of land i n Moses ; and so I will confess that it may This one makes the eighth one owned by
Mr. J. L. Fogg who has been Superin
the rear of the Richmond House, and that be one of his missing nails that I found the Company. The boat has a 26x26 tendent of the Town farm for the past four
Arriving from
it is their intention to erect a skating rink in my oyster stew last week. I thought surface condenser engine,and steel boilers ; years, has moved to his farm in Topsham.
170 feet in length by 64 in width. The it was a pearl flattened out by the board they were furnished by Geo. Moul He is succeeded by Frank Bickford of Rich BOSTON & NEW YORK,
floor is to be of hard wood, 50x150 feet. ing mistress’ effort to make the oyster’s ton, Jr. The boat is beautifully modeled mond, who assumed the duties of Superin
tendent Saturday, March 59th. The poor on every week, which, with my large and
Work on the building will begin as soon go as far as possible ; but it seems to be a bv William P. Pattee, draughtsman. the
farm at present, are: Mary Holtnan,
as Lumber can be obtained in Richmond, cow-insidence that it was right in the The hull of the boat is extra strongly Robert
Brown, and Louis Hopkins. The well-selected assortment now on hand,
though the projectors of the undertaking middle of the butter that was melting on built: Mr. Israel Jewell master builder. latter, a lad of six years, placed there the
will make my stock of
do not know that the place will be opened top of my stew. So if Mr. Moses was The machinery is most all in. The ac present week.
for business before next September. The footling Oleomargarine as well as handling commodations for the officers and crew are
In Enterprise Grange, Monday evening,
estimated cost of the rink is three thou it when he packed it, (as is likely from excellent. The Seguin is intended for two persons were admitted to the mysteries
sand dollars,and stock to that amount has his testimony that his hands and feet were towing on the Kennebec. She is copper- of the first and second degrees. Four other
already been taken by responsible parties sore) and he can prove property, he can fastened, has a Moulton’s windlass, nice candidates are anxiously waiving for the next
-------------- MOORE-------------who are determined to push the matter have it by paying the charge of the jewel hard wood cabins and a beautiful model. regular meeting. The worthy Overseer, J.
Watson Libby, has been confined to his bed
through. This being the case, the fact er who is under contract to set it in rolled Mr. G. G. Deering of the firm was mas for
several days. He was reported improv
that Richmond is to have a skating rink gold and suspend it from the locket I ter builder.”
ing at the last meeting.
is a foregone conclusion.
bought of him to give Serena on her next
The members of this Grange, sixteen in
birthday.
Interesting; and instructive.
,
number, who attended the March meeting of to select from than any other on the
The Chapel that is to Be.
AN HONEST MAN.
Co. Pomona Grange at West river.
Professor Chandler, of Augusta, well Sagadahoc
We had an opportunity yesterday of Search and Seizure.
Bath, were very enthusiastic over the meet
known
in
scientific
circles
throughout
examining the plans for the chapel soon tO
ing, and report that they were very highly
On Wednesday,Deputy Sheriff Hodges,
THE
be erected by the Congregattonal society armed with a search warrant and assisted New EngIand, will lecture with illustra entertained, interested and instructed. The
CURRENT
EXPENSES
tions
on
the
latest
facts
of
Astronomy,
at
county Pomona Grange meets with Topsham
in this place. The building will be of by officers Morang and Reed, visited
symetrical proportions, covering a space Lake’s barber shop on Front street, where the Free Baptist Church, Richmond, on Grange the last Wednesday in May.
of running my Business are so reasonable
C. E. D.
of 42 x 25 feet on the ground. Its in a quantity of whiskey in kegs and Monday evening, April 7th. He will also
that
terior will be divided as follows : Aud bottles was found and confiscated. The present other scenes representing Jerusa Persona!.
ience room, 24 x 31£ feet; kitchen, 9 x proprietor of the place gave bonds in the lem in her grandeur, and in her decay,
Mr. H. F. Smith left town last Tuesday for I
13 ; Entrance 6 x 9 ; wood-room, 4x9. sum of $200 to appear before Justice and some views iu Pilgrim’s Progress.
This lecture and entertainment has Bingham, Me., where he intends to remain
The plans were drawn aud specifications Hagar on Thursday afternoon at two
sell as LOW as the
three weeks or longer, ln the interval, Mr.
made by Mr. A. W. Call, of Perkins, o’clock. A.t the time appointed, Lake been given very acceptably in all the D. Winslow will attend to the wants of cus
whose work, in this case, is alike credit appeared at the court roOm and waived cities of Maine, and is highly commended tomers on Smith’s milk route.
able to himself and satisfactory to his examination. We understand that he is as of unusual merit. It is for everybody
Mr. David Cargill will visit Richmond
employers. The plans can be examined under bonds to appear at the August term toattend, and let there be a full house shortly for the purpose of making corrections
C.
at the Selectmens’ Office, where proposals of the Supreme Judicial Court at Bath. next Monday evening.
in the forthcoming volume of the Maine
Register. The gentleman will also receive for like quality of Goods.
for building the chapel will be duly con County Attorney Buker for State, J. R.
subscriptions for the work, which is now re
sidered.
A Troublesome Lodger^
I shall always have bargains in Differ
Cunningham for defence.
garded as an indispensable book of reference
He
Must
Come
to
Time.
A Fine Concert Company.
W. H. Porter, who, for some time by business men in this State.
ent lines to tempt the close buyer.
The boy who threw the stone on Tues past, has been occupying lodgings in a W. C. Darrah, of Lewiston, visited Rich
The principal soloists of Theodore
A large variety of Ladies and Chil
Thomas’ Concert & Philharmonic Society day last from J. L. Robinson’s lot and house ou Front street belonging to Mrs. mond one day this week, bringing with him drens’
broke
a
pane
of
glass
in
One
of
my
tene

A.
Robinson,
was
arrested
Wednesday
by
an
eye
to
business,
as
usual.
In
addition
to
New York and Brooklyn, have formed a
business eye, Warren was accompanied
Concert Company, for the purpose of ment houses, and endangered the life of Officer Hodges, on complaint of his land his
by
his
friend, Mr. Quimby—a veteran gentle
the
inmates,
is
known
to
me
;
and
unless
lady
who
charged
him
with
uttering
abu

visiting the principal cities in New Eng
man “almost eighty-two”—who, in spite of HOSIERY
he
comes
to
the
front
and
pays
for
the
sive
language
in
the
house,
and
otherwise
land. Madame Amy Sherwin, the great
his advanced age, appeared to enjoy hts visit at two-thirds former price.
Australian Prima Donna, and John F. pane, will be sent by me to the Reform misbehaving himself. After passing a hugely. Call again, gentlemen.
School.
night
in
the
lockup,
Porter
was
taken
. ............
i ,
.......
"i,
Rhodes the violin virtuoso are among
One lot of first quality
T. J. SOUTHARD.
before Justice Hagar yesterday, where he
them. Mr. Rhodes made a great hit on
§ied.
DRESS CAMBRICS
the violin. There is also a tenor aud
The steam engine in this office has paid the costs of his arrest and trial, and
eminent pianist in the company. Dates been thoroughly overhauled by Mr. J. O. was released.
In Richmond, Mar. 3lst, Martha R. Robmspn; at two-thirds former price, and mauy oth
aged 85 years and 21 days.
are being filled rapidly, and we trust that Dunham,the machinist at the cotton mill.
ln Dresden, April let, William Thayer; aged 73 er equally good bargains.
the managers of the Richmond Opera Mr. Dunham understands his business Accidents.
years.
Don’t forget to examine my largo as
On Monday last, Lincoln Dale, while assiStHouse will secure the company for this thoroughly, and, thanks to his skill, the
sortment of Ladies and Childrens’
place. This is Madame Sherwin’s fare engine is now running as smoothly as an ing in handling ship’s knees in the yard of
Married.________
T. J. Southard & Son, jammed one of his
well tour peforq her departure for Aus Elgin watch.
The reader, however, hands severely. Although no bones were
tralia, where she is under engagement must not inter from this comparisOn that broken, the injury will be sufficient to pre In Gardiner, March 3JAt, by Rev. II. W. Jenkin8} HANDKERCHIEFS.
Mr. George F. Brown, of west Gardiner, and
to sing in Opera this summer.
G.
A. F. JEWETT.
the machine is ruu on tick.
vent his working for some time to come.
Miss Lillie A. Allard, of Richmond.

HIMOODS!

MT NEIGHBOR’S WlFE.
POPULAR

PRICES.

A. P. JEWETT’S

DRY & FANCY GOODS

CAN AND WILL

LOWEST

We Must Tell It! ] AM NOW BEADY TO

SCHOOL BOOKS!

Considerable sickness prevails.
Officers are after the rumsellers.
Probate court last Tuesday at Bath.
Supply Customers
The danciug season is drawing tO a (^ye have received our spring and summer
close.
Samples of Cloth from
Close time for salmon expired last
Everything usually found in a
Tuesday.
Thc cciu collectOr’s craze has struck
Richmond.
It’s abOut time for the line gale—if we
haven’t had it already.
English sparrows are said tO haye
Representing a very large and desirable
made their apptarance.
stock to select from.
The public schools in District NO. 1
will begin next Monday.
Good baldwin apples sell at $3.50 and
$4.00 per barrel in Boston.
O
It is said to be a settled fact that Rich we don’t ask customers to take a garment
mond is to have a skating rink.
CT. G. Herbert is repairing, Or improV- UNLESS IT IS A FIT,
{J^T’Goods not in Stock will
ing, the interior of his store on Main
be
promptly obtained with no
street.
In fact it is a point of honor with us.
extra
expense.
In this village, the country trade has
Will be the man who is nominated at the Chicago Convention June 3d.,
not amounted to much for the past week
(probably.)
But there is no doubt
O
or two.
A bronzed statue of Hon. T. J. South
Orders have commenced and if you want
ard now ornaments the Knights of Pythias
III Mistakes Cheerfully CorCastle Hall.
reeled.
------- has the-------The shoe shipments for the week end
ing April 3d, were 116 cases and 12 pairs ;
-------- O-------ot 6,972 pairs.
Chas. II, COlburn and family have
moved into a dwelling at the South End,
owned by James Chase.
0
an agent for an electric light cOmpany
100 pairs of mens’ pants just receiVed ask to se the pants I am going to
is in Richmond, estimating the probable WC have received $1000 worth of spring and
summer
cost Of lighting the Village.
------o-----4 George Newell has bought of A. L.
Theobald, the house and lot on Gardiner
Made Clothing, Boston Dailes now on and see for yourself and be the judge. And also I would say to mothers that last
street generally known as thc Ewin Ready
year I could not cupply the demand of BoXs’ Knee Pants separate frOm suits, and
Alexander place.
Sale.
The Village teamsters seem undecided The Finest line of suits -we ever had : Prices
Ishall open this week
from
whether to use wheels or runners: the
of boys Knee pants from 75 cents a
present condition of the streets makes it
pair up. These are great bargains.
diilicult getting abOut on either.
- RICHARD'S Champion Cuff Holder —
A FrOnt street woman who begun
Also new styles in
bouse cleaning the other day, in view of
00
the late stormy weather has concluded to
KENNEBEC JOURNAL for HATS, TRUNKS. ETC. JUST RECEIVED.
abandon the jOb. Her head is level.
AVe shall give more attention to
Solon White has bought Of J. G. Hatch,
sale next week.
a house lot On Main street near the YOUTHS’, BOYS’ AND CHILDRENS’ GARMENTS
Academy. Mr. White will erect a fine
odwelling on the premises this spring.
Than ever before, it will be our Specialty.
S. S. Costellow, dentist, opened an
Office in the Lake block April 1st. April
0
Fool’s day strikes us as being a particu
larly goOd day to have a tooth pulled.
We have a nice line in stock at Prices less
than last yelr. we have made arrange
<■ C. D. Newell, who has long been en
ments to give to every Boy who has
gaged in studying law at the Office of
a suit of us a nice
(Next door to J. S. Chapman’s.)
Spaulding & Buker, has been admitted to
the Sagadahoc bar. Success tO Charley.
The Methodist circle met Wednesday
eVcniug at the residence-Of Mrs. H.
(Successors to BUFFUM & MAXCY.c
Howes, on Lincoln street. A pleasant
MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN
company was in attendance, and the affair
we shall merit your trade in
is said tO have been in ev'ery’ way enjoy
able.
II. C. Reed has procured a large-sized
Doors, Sashes,
coffee pct which he intends to eleVate over
Blinds, Windows and
his show window. The nozzle of the
For our stock will be Larger, more varied,
Door Frames. Etc., Ete.
giving goods right up to style.
utensil will serv-e as an escape pipe through
'---- o---which the exhaust steam from his engine
will pass.
STIIIGIIT and CRICUEAH
The young people of this village are
Stair Rails, Ballusters, Posts
rehearsing thc drama in three acts enti we shall give every Boy who has a Hat of
and Caps, and Brackets.
us a very nice
tled, "The Turn of the Tide.’’ The per
AUGUSTA. NAINE,
’Oil hand and worked to order.
formance will be given on the evening of
---- o---Manufacturers, Wholesale ana Retail Dealers in
May 1st, and will doubtless prOVe worth
witnessing.
Match.in.gF, Hlaning,
{gr we are cleaning out last years’ Mens’
Sawing, TLirning,
The spring term of Miss C. J. Call’s Hats
at 50 cents, a good Hat for every day- And other Job Work done in the best scyle and at
private school is announced to commence
For 40 DAYS, t© give
the Lowest Prices.
------- o------Monday, April 14th. Miss Call is a
room for
--------O
--------We keep on hand all sizes and qualities of Doors,
teacher Of experience, and justly enjoys
Sash and Blinds, Hard wood and Pine Finsh
the confidence of parents and the regard
—
A
full
assortment
of
—
Lumqer, Stair Rails, Balusters, Newels, MouldCome and Examine our stock of
ings, and all description of House Finish, and
of her pupils.
Hard Wood Flooring, Glazed Windows, Birch Flooring.
*A party given Wednesday evening by
------- 0-------and Finish Lumber, Kept Con
Miss Julia A. Richards at her home on
stantly on Hand and
Our facilities for Kiln Drying are unsurpassed, I HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT
and we guarantee the quality ot our work.
OF
the corner of Main and Chestnut streets,
for Sale.
was attended by thirty yOung ladies and
Lumber Seasoned to Order
It is good and the Prices are all right.
'gentlemen. The affair was a Very pleas
Dry Houses.
Always on hand, and packed securely for
shipment
ant one, and was heartily enjoyed by all
4S“iVith fourteen years experience, the most
improved machines, good workmen, and steam ^©“Estimates and Price Lists furnished on
whO participated in it.
power, we mean business in every sense of the
Application.
6m 39
word, and can fill orders promptly and at prices
—A nice line of—
Merrymeeting hall has been painted
that will give satisfaction.
A
trial
of
Clover
Bitter
will
convince
you of
inside, and will be put in complete order
valuable virtures. “Clover Bitters are selling
Summor Street,
GARDINER, Me. its
for the accommodation of select assem Neck-Wear, Hosiery,
wonderfully. Those who have use it have been
37 tf
greatly benefited and are recommending them
blies, and small entertainments that do
to their friends. They seem to be the leading
Fancy
Shirts,
White
Shirts,
medicine of the day with us. S. ANDERSON,
DOt wish to engagc the Opera House. In
Druggist,
Bath, Me.”
Suspenders, Handkerchiefs.
this way the interests of neither place will
oS-These medicines are compounded from
pure oils of roots and herbs. For sale by all
conflict, and the pubhc will.be benefited.
John VV. Perkins & Co., W. F. Phillips
wet weather will compel those who are withHE undersigned wishes to announce that he dealers.
& Co., Portland, Me.; Bowditch, Webster & Co.,
New ADVERTISEMENTS.—A. B. Haley
has a few cords of Dry Spruce Wood for sale Augusta,
out, to either buy or borrow an
Me.,
Wholesale dealers.
ata reasonable price. For further particulars
Offers superior bargains in Mens’ and
inquire at Colby Court, of the undersigned or
Wm. Parks.
A. G. TAOMAS.
boys’ pantaloons: his stock and prices
40 2w
will bear examination. .. .A. P. Jewett
Best Prints,
cts
makes a spring announcement which de WC have a new one that cannot be turned in
TO TUB B8MQ0BW TAX WERS,
serves to be read attentiVely by all who side out, for less than you can afford to
Very
Low
for
Cash
or
on
Installments.
Fruit
of
the
Loom,
8
cts
borrow7. Should like to show it.
desire tO buy dry goods at low prices. .. .
7 cts
I am obliged to settle, the balance due on my TUNING AND REPAIRING DONE Al Dress Cambrics,
Edwin Totman publishes a manifesto
State Tax, and unless you come to my aid at once
which is well calculated to startle delin
by paying your Taxes', I must advertise your pro
Good
40
in.
Sheeting,
71-2
SHORTNOTICE.
cts
perty. Believing a word to the wise is sufficient,
quent tax payers....S. S. Costellow.
I am your numble servant,
JKtPOrders by mail promptly attended to^Stt
By the piece.
EDWIN TOTMAN.
dentist, inserts a professional card.... Everything in Rubber Coats, Caps and Oil Clothing.
Collector for 1882 and 1883.
W- M. CHOATE,
Wm. Crawford adrertises a house for
Richmond, March 27th, 1884.
40 2w
HARMON SMITH
A very nice Reversible Coat
sale: the place will be sold at a bargain.
DRESDEN,
MAINE.
A Grat Surprise
....The Joseph PrOctor cOmbination is
for $3-50, never been
Richmond.
Is in store for all who use Kemp’s Bal
"How are[we going to get through our Mai n Street,
announced to appear at the Richmond
sold for less than $5.
sam for the throat and lungs, the great spring and [summer’s work? We are all That slight cold you think so little of
Opera HOuse on the evening of April 14th.
The entertainment will be a fine one. and GOODS WARRANTED AS REP’ guaranteed remedy. Would you believe run down, tired out, before lt begins.” So may prove the forerunner of a complaint
that it is sold on its merits and that each say many a farmer’s family. We answer, that may be fatal. Avoid this result by
deserves to be liberally patronized.
RESENTED.
druggist is avtllOrized to refund your mon go to your druggist and pay five dollars taking Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, the best
Changes Occur this week in the advertise
ey by the Proprietor of this wonderful rem for six bottles of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. of known remedies for colds, coughs,
ments of G. A. Beale, and C. W. Rich
edy if it fails to cure you. W. A. Bibber This is just the medicine you need, and catarrhs, bronchitis, incipient consumpards.... A. G. ThOmas advertises dry
has secrued thc ugercy for it. Price 50 will pay compound mterest on the invest- tion, and all other throat and lung disspruce wood for sale at a reasonable
men t.
cents and$1.00. Trial size free lyt
price.
eascs.

BOOK
STORE

PRICES GUARANTEED

RICHMOND, - - MAINE.

THJBNEXTPRESIDENT

STYLISH CITY. SUITS

BEST

BARGAINS

IN

PANTS

OF ANYBODY IN TOWN.

PERIODICALS NOW

ON SALE

SELL

FOR $1.25,

50

$10.00 TO $13.50

_______________ ________ A. B. HALEY.

C. I RICHARDS

HATS AND

CAPS,

-SCRAP BOOKS.—iojsro:------

S. N. MAXCT ■& CO.,

A NEW LINE JUST RECEIVED.

GUTTERS AND MOULDINGS,

G. A. BEALE,

RICHMOND,

-

-

MAINE.

J. P. WYMAN & SON,

CLOSING OUT

DOORS, SASH AND Bl®.

VERY LOW

SPRING GOODS

BOOTS AND SHOES,

SHEETINGS,
TABLE LINENS,
TOWELS,
DRESS GOODS,

For Sale.

T

STANDARD PIAfiOS & ORGANS

Shirtings, Woolen
Cloth, etc.

Poetry.

GRAND OPENING OF

THE LAD WHO SAW THE SEA.
,. ■

7--- :— .

Hal Harrow was a farmer’s lad,

And a mischievous chap waa he.
He never longed to sec the plow,
But Longed to plow the sea.

And as away from home, he ran,
This skipper now was tree;

But still he left his home behind
A skipper for to be.
He safely got on board a boat,
When his trouble did begin ;
The ship was christened the “Lookout,”
Although bound to Pekin.
He thought the vessel would sail first,
As her bow was pointed north;
But great was his surprise and fear
When he saw the ship sail forth.

A terrible gale then struck the boat,
The waves surged o'er her guard,
And though hard tack was in her hold,
To tack the ship was hard.

The ship was wrecked and all were lost—
The sailors and their grog,
Save lucky Hal. who saved himself
By clinging to her “log.”

SMITH

<Sc

HALL’S

New Dry SoodsStoKE I
In

Fellows’

Odd

SATURDAY EVENING,

Block.,

APRIL

Sth,

1884.

A passing bark soon picked him up,
And brandy fixed him right;
He drunk became when he was told
The bark was water-tight.
When he reached home, a voyage he took,
But it was not a-sailing:
His daddy said he would shed tears,—
To the woodshed they went “whaling.”
—New York Journal.

We would invite the Citizens Of Richmond and adjoining Towns, to call and examine our new stock of

DRY

AND

FANCY

GOODS.

f atelia.
Some men are like matches; scratching
their heads seems to make them brighter.
Bulwer was correct; there is no such
word as fail, it is mollified into assignment.
The excuse of a iniIkium : “Can’t help it
if the milk’s thin ; cows are wadin’ about in
the water.”
Leap year is evidently alluded to in the
Bible where it is said that seven women shall
take hold upon one man.
Nothing startles a man more than un
expectedly touching a dog’s cold note, unless
it is suddenly meeting a man with a bill.
Pennsylvania claims the oldest editor.
Dare say. Pennsylvania editors lead a quiet
undisturbed life, and if one doesn't happen
to get run over by a hearse, lives to a ripe
ageA visitor who was put in the “spare room”
one night recently when the temperature was
lightening near zero, avoided a fatal cold by
shunning the bed and sleeping on the marbletop bureau.
Every effort to invent a cotton picking
machine has proved unsuccessful. The last
machine, invented by an Arkansas man, tore
off the operator’s clothes, threw him over a
fence, and then hobbIed off like a wounded
grasshopper.
Professor Swift, of Rochester, is always
discovering something new. His lates achice
ment in this direction is the discovery of a
new nebula. We are now inclined to believe
that he was also the original discoverer of
neuralgia and pneumonia.
“No,” said a fond mother, speaking
proudly of her 25-year-old daughter, “no,
Mary isn’t old enough to marry yet. She
cries whenever anyone scolds her, and until
she becomes hardened enough to talk back
vigorously she isn’t lit for a wife.”
A Texas postmaster boasts of being a
veteran of three wars, but his boasting is no
evidence of his bravery. We have a quiet
little man up here who has been married
seven times, and he never mentions it unless
questioned on the subject. This is genuine
heroism.
+A nicely dressed woman on the street always looks like an angel until she catches
her skirt in the hoop of an ash-barrel on the
sidewalk and tears it, and then—well, the
man of well balanced mind doesn’t remain
near enough to see just exactly what she docs
look like.
A wild cat entered a Pennsylvania man’s
bed-chamber the other night through the
window. The subsequent proceedings were
decidedly interesting and a great deal mixed
up, but the man was finally victorious. He
says he has not been so enIivened since his
second wife died.
The following card was sent to a paper for
publication by the bereaved daughter of an
Irish subscriber: “A card. To the kind
friends and neighbors who gave us their as
sistance and sympathy during the death of
our mother, we only wish to be able some
day to return the compliment.”
“Johnny, did anyone have the croup in
your house last night?” “Dunno; what
made you ax me?” “Well, I saw a linht
in the house long after midnight.” “Oh I
that’s my sister 1 she has something down in
the parlor awful late every night, but I don’t
know whether it’s the croup or not.

A physician, examining a student as to his
progress, asked him, “Should a man fall into
a well fortj' feet deep, and strike his head
against one of the tools with which he had
been digging, what would be your course if
called in as a surgeon?” The student replied : “I should advise them to let the man
lie, and fill up the well.”
“Ma, what is a grass widow?” asked a
Harlem youth who had been reading in the
paper about a person of that description.
“Why, my boy, I can’t explain it exactly,”
replied his mother. “I’ll bet I know any
how.” said the smart youngster. “Well, tell
me’.” “A female woman whoso husband
died of hay fever,” he exclaimed.
A writer in a scientific monthly asks—
“What is thc meter?’’ In reply, jocular ed
itor said. “An opinion has long prevailed
that a meter is a contrivance that works
twenty-seven hours a day, eight days a week,
the year round, and, when you resolve to
economize in the use of gas. it throws in a
couple of extra hours daily without charge.” I

Just selected from all the Latest Style's of the Leading Jobbing Houses in Boston.
OE^In Our New Store we shall have ample room to supply the wants of our customers far better than ever before.
following are a feW of our many Bargains:

OUR EXHIBIT Of DRESS FABRICSi

Silk

Department.

Was never more extensive and Do not fail to look at our Black
Silk for 75 cts per yard, worth
varied than it is for the coming
$1.00.
Season, including not only the
productions ot Foreign Coun 1 Lot Black Silk for $1.00 per
tries, but an extensive line of yard, worth $1.50.
American Dress Fabrics from I 1 Lot Black Rhadamer for $1.25
per yard, worth $1.62.
the best manufacturers.
A nice line of Black Satins in
Serges in all shades, 50 cts. per
Block Crescent and Polka Dot
yard.
Patterns.
Serges in all shades, 75 cts. per i A fine assortment of Cheap
yard.
Dress Goods, from 10 cts. to
Serges in all Shades, $1.00 per) 25 cts. per yard.
yard.
Also a full line of White Goods
Jersey Cloth in all shades, $1.00
in Lace, Checks and Fancy
per yard.
Striped Picque Lawns: India
Ottoman Cloth in all shades,
Linen, cheaper than ever be
$1.00 per yard.
fore.
We have in stock a full line of Ask to see our Table Linens
Nuns
Veiling,
Albatross
both White and Colored, also
Cloths and Buntings.
Napkins, Towels and Crashes.
A Job in Linen Table Covers,
Black Goods Department 10-4 for $1.00 each.
Gents, come in and see our Jobs
We shall open on Saturday,
in Woolen Goods.
April 5th one of the largest, A full line of Black and Colored
lines of Black Dress Goods
Cloakings.
ever shown on the iRiver, con Shawls in both Square and Long
sisting of Jersey Cloth, Arm- Also a line of Fancy Colored
nses, Poplinette, Ottoman,
Cashmere Shawls in Pink,
Brocades, Corderettes, MarLight Blue, Cardinal and
veleux,Henrietta Cloth,Faules,
Cream at $2.25 each.
Serges, and a full line of Black
Brocke Shawls.
Cashmeres.
Also our assortment of Spring One Lot from $20.00 to $35.00
Colorings, Amazon Cloths,
each.
Pin Checks, Plaids and Fancy A nice line of Fancy Striped
Suitings is complete and con
and Checked Seersucker.
stitutes the best line we ever
Combination Suitings,
exhibited.
Very desirable and stylish for
this season, in an endless
Hosiery and Gloves.
variety of all the latest de
This department was never more
signs and colors.
complete, all fresh new styles,
and cheaper than ever before. Ladies' Cloth Suiting.
Ladies Hose from 5 cts. to $1.25 We will call special attention
per pair.
to one lot of Ladies’ Cloth in
all the latest shades of solid
It would be impossible to de
colors and mixtures, full 54
scribe these goods, but we in
inches wide, for $1.00 per
vite you to call and examine
yard.
We cannot duplicate
them for yourselves.
these
goods
at the present
We wish to call your attention
time
for
less
than
$1.50 per
to one special thing in thc
yard.
Glove Department; an extra
long Mousquetaire Ladies’ One Lot Dress Flannels
Black Taffeta Silk Glove for 52 inches wide, for 75 cts. per
45 cts. per pair, sold last sea
yard, worth $1.00 per yard.
son for 70 cts.
1 Lot of Plaid Flannels, 54
One Line of Ladies’ Mousque
inches Wide, $1.25 per yard.
taire Kid Gloves for $1.00.
1 Lot Dress Flannels, 15 cts.a yd
cc
cc
25 <£
“
One Line of Ladies’ Mousque 1 cc
1
“
«
«
50
«
“
taire Kid Gloves for $1.25.

Lace Department.

The

Collars and Cuffs.

Assorted styles of standing and
In this department we have all
turn-down collars, of the very
the latest, styles and novelties I best styles, in all prices; and
for neckwear for both Ladies
cuffs to match.
and Misses.
One special thing in this depart
ment is the collar that we offer
A full line of Pompadour and
3 for 25 cts.
Oriental Laces at about onehalf thc regular price.
Corsets.
A nice line of Curtain Lace,
Scrim, Lambrequin and Pil We call special attention to this
department, as we have added
low Shams.
several new lilies from 25 cts.
Jersey Jackets in Black and
to $2.25 per pair.
colors.
We
are selling the B. D. C. cor
Ladies’ Gauze Vests, long and
set
for 75 cts., worth $1.
short sleeves,25 cts. eachjlong
and short sleeves 50 cts. each.
Handkerchiefs.
Medium Weight long and short 1 Lot of Ladies’ all linen, hem
sleeves 45 cts. each.
stitched Handkerchiefs 2 for
Childrens’ Gauze long and short
25 cts., former price 25 cts.
sleeves 15, 20, 25 and 30 cts. each.
each, according to size.
Ladies, gents and Misses from
5cts to $1.

Print Department,

QuiIts.

We shall open on Saturday
April 5th,1884, a large assort
ment of the best American
Prints at 5 cts. per yard.
Cambrics in a great variety of
new styles and colors at 7
and 10 cts per yard.
Shirting Percales 32 inches wide
in new and beautiful designs
at 10 and 12 1-2 cts.
Ginghams in choice styles new
and perfect goods at 7, 8 and
10 cts. per yard.

1 Lot of Fancy colored Quilts
for $1.00 each.
1 Lot of 11-4 Crochet Quilt for
67 each.
1 Lot of 11-4 Grochet Quilts
very heavy 87 cts. each.
1 lot of 12-4 soft finish TOllet
Quilts $1.37, 1.60, 2.25 and
2.50 each.
Fancy Embroidered Flannel
Table covers in all the latest
patterns and colors.

Shirt Department.

COTTON DEPARTMENT.

A very heavy yard-wide, un
bleached cotton at 6 1-2 cts.
per yard by the web.
A very fine yard-Wide, unbleach
ed cotton at 7 1-2 cts. per yard
by the web.
An extra heavy 40 inch un
bleached cotton at 8 cts. per
yard by the web.
A very fine 40 inch unbleached
cotton at 8 1-2 cts. per yard
by the web.
3-4 yard-wide unbleached cOtton
at 4 cts. per yard.
Yard-wide Fruit of the LOom
bleached cotton at 8 cts. per
yard, usually sold for 10 cts.
Half-bleached cotton at 10 and
12 cts. per yard.

Ask to see the best unlaundred
Shirt made,for 85 cts. or G for
$4.50.
Bosoms warranted made of pure
Irish Linen.
Three-ply neckbands and wrists.
First quality pearl buttons.
Double felled seams.
Well made button holes.
Complete with new style gus.
setts.
Qualities of material unsurpassed
Wear longer and fit better than
any other.
Most economical for all classes
of men to wear.
Last but not least
We also have a line of unlaun
partment,as in all
dred shirts for 25 cts. each
have a very large
warranted Linen Bosoms.
of allshades,colors

RIBBONS.

in this de
the rest, we
assortment
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Written for the Dee.

S. COSTELLOW.

A DUEL AT THE OHINOHAS.
SURGEON DENTIST.
EW READERS will need to be
Office over Jewett’s Dry Goods Store.
told that the Chinchas are three
small islands, neither of them
MAIN STREET, ----- RICHMOND ME.
mere than a mile across and about the
tf 40
same distance apart, lying in a line north
and south, fourteen miles distant from
the main land, and about ninety miles

DR. S. G. NEWELLS
CELEBRATED

GOUGH SYRUP
------ .tv.Knz>------

BLOOD

PURIFIER.

E. L. BROWN.
Wholesale <C Retail Agent.

lydLO

TONS

------- 2 5

WHITE WHEAT

MIDDLINGS
----------- AT------------

WHITE & THURLOW’S GRIST MILL

LONDON TONIC PILLS
For DYSPEPSIA,

HEADACHE

BA CKA CHE, CONSTIFA TION, PILES, KIDNEY
and LIVER TROU
BLE, and BILLIOUS1NESS.

'ihese pills arc gelatine coated consequently
easily digested and soon absorbed. We could
furnish testimonials by the hundred.
We
could furnish as many more if they tvere worth
less. Satisfaction guaranteed or money re
funded.
For sale by all druggists.
Prescribed by many of the leading physi
cians of Maine.
tf31

Eirst Quality

Cracked Corn and Meal
At as loiv prices astheloivest.
6m 30

1). W. ALEXANDER,
DEALER IN

R A.W FUR SKINS,
RICHMOND, ME.
75 TONS
St. Louis White Wheat Shorts,
-------- AT-------WHOLESALE

HETAIL,

&

----- AT------

WHITE & THURLOW’S gSEfF
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN I
----------o---------All persons who are indebted to A. W.
Smith for Flour, grain etc.,and wish to set
tle with him must do so during the present
month. All debts remaining unpaid after
that time, unless otherwise agreed upon, will
will be left for Collection.
A. W. Smith.
tf 34

RiclinioiKl, Feb. 18, 1884.

ONLY

15

CENTS.

--------- AT--------

WHITE

&

THURLOW’S
6m30

from Callao. They consist of volcanic
rock, upheaVed from the sea, and, with
the exception of a few narrow strips of
beach, their sides are naked precipices,
indented with caves. All of them are
covered with nothing but guano, which
lies upon the rock just as if it had been
sifted upon it till it had formed rounded
hills.
The rocks are from fifty to two and
three hundred feet high along the shore,
and the guano is heaped upon them high
est in the middle, where it is, perhaps,
two hundred feet deep. At the limo of
my first Visit to the islands, in the fall of
1853, the guano had only been dug from
the north and middle islands, the south
one being untouched.
Tlie guano was dug from the hills, aud
was conveyed to depots, or mangueras, as
the Peruvians called them, on the edge, of
the cliffs in barrows. These places were
large enclosures of cane, supported on the
sloping face of the rocks by chain cables,
and reaching to the extreme verge of the
cliff. At the lower end of these were
openings, connecting with canvas pipes, or
"shutes," through which the guano was
emptied into launches, or directly into
vessels lying at the basis of the cliffs
below.
Overseers were stationed at the top to
see how much went into the launches,
whose turn it was to load, etc. When a
ship was loading she was in a complete
smother, as if ashes were poured into her
from a hundred feet overhead. With thc ir
yards cock-billed, and rolling their royal
masts almost against the face of the
rock, it was difficult to recognize in ships
covered with yellow dust, the fine clippers
that had been praised by the Boston and
New York papers. But the dust was
easiIy washed off when the vessels were
ready to take their homeward flight.
At the time of which I write, I was
second mate of the ship, Reindeer ; an old
craft that bad for many years been a
whaler, and was owned by parties in
Provincetown, Mass. We were anchored
between the north aud middle islands, and
were loading from launches. Around us
were more than fifty other ships aud
barks, and there was a still larger number
on the north side of the north island.
Ou the middle island was the residence
of the Overseer. He was a Hungarian,
and called himself Kossuth ; pretending
to be a near relative of the distinguished
exile. He had a good salary, and it was
hinted that among the many ships which
were waiting out the lay days of their
charter parties for their cargoes, there
were, some which managed to secure
his preference. Be this as it may, the
Overseer was generally recognized as a
smart scamp, cruel enough for his place,
and a good manager.
The guano was dug by Chinese coolies,
or laborers, who were brought by English
ships from the free ports of their native
shores. The poor fellows were made to
believe they were going to do well by en
gaging to work for five years at a "real”
(York shilling) a day, and a scanty al
lowance of rice. On their arrival, the
coolies were assigned to the Peruvian
government and were placed on the islands
avowedly under their original contract, to
labor for five years. But who could know
how far this contract,—if such it could be
called,—was adhered to? The truth is,
the poor Chinamen were sold into absolute
slavery, the most cruel, perhaps, in the
world.
There were about eight hundred of the
unfortunate creatures at work on the
islands, and as fast as death thinned them
out, the number was increased by fresh
importations. The labor was severe—
much more so than that of-the negroes
on the American plantations in the South
ern States. By direction of the Overseer,
the coolies On the middIe island were
"stinted," each one, strong and weak
alike, to dig from the hili and wheel to
the mangueras five tons of guano each,
per day. The guano was as compact as
the hard clay-loam of Richmond,and when
dug, it was as dusty as ashes. The
coolies worked almost naked under a
tropical sun, and in a climate where it
nerer rained. They enjoyed no day of
rest. The smoke of their torment went
up on Sundays as well as on week days,
and blew away in a yellow cloud, miles to :

leward. I never saw it without thinking
what a hell upon earth those islands must
be.
That I do not exaggerate in this ac
count, any one who has been there will
readily bear witness. The fact that some
of the Chinese committed suicide almost
every week to escape their fate, showed
the true state of their case. Shortly be
fore our arrival, sixty coolies had joined
hands on the brow of one of the highest
cliffs, and had thrown themselyes into the
sea. I saw one who had been drowned—
it was not known whether accidentally or
not—lying on the guano, the first time I
went ashore. All the morning his dead
body lay in the sun. In the afternoon
they had covered it a few inches, and
there it rested, with many similar heaps,
within a few yards of where the laborers
were digging.
As was natural,under the circumstances,
the brutal treatment of these poor crea
tures gave rise to much comment among
the more intelligent ship-masters. On
one occasion, a discussion of the subject
resulted in a duel, which, with the read
er’s permission, I will attempt to describe.
I have said that our ship, the Reindeer,
was surrounded by more than fifty other
vessels, aIl engaged in loading or awaiting
their turn. The craft nearest our ship
was a trim little bark called the Oriole.
She was commanded and owned by a
South Carolinian named Hunter. Un
like many Southerners whom I have met
with, Captain Hunter possessed a very
even disposition, was slow to take offence,
and would be one of the last men in the
world tO quarrel if he could possibly
avoid it.
Anchored just beyond his vessel was
the Mogul ;an English ship,and one of the
largest at the islands. Her captain was
a thoroughbred Briton, and was general
ly regarded as a tough customer; an
opinion which he was at no pains to dis
prove.
It was the custom in those days, as it
probably is at the present time, for the
captains of different ships to visit each
other and pass an evening in pleasant
conversation, or indulge in a friendly game
of cards.
One night at about the hour of nine, as
I was squat on the rail smoking a pipe
preparatory to "turning in,” a boat put
off from the Oriole, and made directly for
our ship. As it drew near, I saw that it
was manned by Captain Hunter and his
mate. From this I concluded that the
bark’s crew had refused duty, and that
her officers were coming to us for assist
ance. I gave them a line as the boat
pulled alongside, and the commander of
the bark, mounting the side-ladder, asked
if Captain Putnam was on board.
Putnam was the name of our Captain.
He was a Massachusetts man, and claim
ed to be a lineal descendent of General
Putnam, of Revolutionary fame. He was
very proud of this, connection—real or
imaginary—and frequently alluded tO
himself as "Old IzrulIsrael being the
given name of his illustrious ancestor.
Aside from this weakness, he was a man
of sound judgment aud possessed of an
indomitable will.
On the present occasion our Skipper
had retired. I hastened to call him, and
then returned to the deck, where our visi
tor stood leaning thoughtfully against the
mizzen rigging.
In a moment the "old man,” as we
were accustomed to call him, made his
appearance. He had slipped cn his
pantaloons, leaving his suspenders dan
gling at his heels,aud had hurriedly thrust
his feet into a huge pair of slippers in
which he came scuffing along the quarter
to greet his visitor.
After shaking hands, the latter said :
"I have come to ask your assistance,
Captain Putnam, in a matter of some
importance. I am better acquainted with
you than with most captains about here,
and I believe I can rely on your aid.”
-"Trouble with your men?" Asked the
old man, cautiously.
“Not exactly,” replied Capt:.in Hunter ;
then he added with a smile: "The fact is,
I have engaged to fight a duel to-morrow
at sunrise, and I want you to act as my
second.”
“Jee-rusalem !” ejaculated the Skipper,
bracing himself squarely on his legs and
staring hard at his visitor. "Give us the
perticerlers,” he added, when he had.
drawn a long breath.
Supposing the matter to be private, I
was starting forward, when Captain Hun
ter asked me tO remain and listen to his
account, which in substance was as
follows.
He had passed the afternoon on shore,

aud while at the house of the Overseer,
The officer drew a long breath aud
had met the English Captain of the Mogul. begun.
In the way of conversation, the latter,
“One, Two—”
knowing Hunter to be a Southerner, had
Scarcely had he uttered the word, when
taken pains tO condemn in strong terms bang went the Englishman’s revolver.
the institution of slavery as maintained
I saw a bit of cloth fly up from Cap
in the United States. Hunter had retali tain Hunter’s left shoulder, as his adver
ated by abusing the English Government sary’s bullet went whistling past, within
for allowing British ships to transport a few inches of his neck.
coolies from China to Peru, where, as was
Disgusted at the Englishman’s treach
well known, they were sold into bondage ery, the indignation of the spectators
far worse, and treated with much greater found vent in a derisive groan.
severity than were the negroes in Ameri
"Go on with your countin’ Capt’in”
ca. One word brought on another, until, cried our Skipper, as he drew a revolver
finally, the Englishman left the house, and took a step forward. "Old Izrul’s"
swearing vengeance. Shortly afterward, blood was up, and he evidently meant
Captain Hunter was waited upon by a business.
Lieutenant belonging to an English fri
"Threecame from the astounded
gate stationed at the islands. The officer naval officer.
bore a challenge from the merchant Cap
At the word, Captain Hunter, who,
tain, which Hunter promptly accepted. during the proceedings, had stood with
The place seIected for the meeting was a his pistol arm rigidly extended, took de
level spot, perhaps an acre in size, just liberate aim and fired.
beyond the Overseer’s residence. The
The Englishman gave a yell, clapped
weapons were to be ordinary revolvers, bis hand to his head, and rushed blindly
and the hour sunrise. It only remained into the arms of the surgeon who was
for Captain Hunter to obtain a second, hastening to his side.
and for this purpose he had visited oui*
"Where is he hit?” asked Captain
ship.
Hunter, coolly, as his friends crowded
“Old Izrul's yopr man, Capt’in ! ” ex around him.
His right ear is gone as clean as a stu’nclaimed the Skipper, after listening to the
above story. "By lightniu’,” he added, sle boom sawed off at the irons /’reported
rubbing his broad palms excitedly, "if an old mate who had examined the in
you don’t pepper that Limejuicer’s hash, jured man.
"Judging from the size of his left ear,
it won’t be for want cf assistance from
I should say he had met with a great
me, I can tell you."
After some further conversation, the loss remarked another.
"Well, Capt’in, said our Skipper, as he
visiting Captain took his departure.
wrung Hunter’s hand, "your shot has
"Mr. Trimmer,” said the Skipper, improved the feller’s looks if it hasn’t
when we were left to ourselves, “have my helped his bearin’. And now,” he added,
gig at the gangway by daylight, and see "if everybody is satisfied, we’ll go aboard
that four of our best men are in her. the Reindeer aud get breakfast.
"You’ll go with me in the boat, leavin’
No objection was made to this propo
the mate aboard to attend to the cargo.” sition, and Captain Hunter and our Skip
It was barely daylight when we left the per locked arms and marched back to the
ship the next mornmg. Early as was lauding place, attended by a crowd of
the hour, boats were putting off from friends. The Oriole left the islands
most of the ships, for the news of the shortly afterward, and I have neVer seen
approaching duel had spread like wildfire the vessel or her commander from that
through the fleet. We saw a cut er leave day to this. The circumstance of the
the frigate. Two officers sat in her stern duel, however, is still fresh in my memory,
sheets, stiff as pnkers. She dashed up to and among the readers of the BeE there
the landing in fine style, her men tossing are doubtless many old sea captains who
their oars with admirable precision. The have heard of the occurrence. It is hop
sight seemed to enrage our Skipper, for ed that to such individuals, my long spun
he said to the men :
yarn may serve as a pleasant reminder of
“I don’t want to kill anybody afore the old times.
Bob TRIMMER.
perceedin’s begin, but if you fellers don’t
lay me alongside the dump in as good
HE OAME LAST.
shape as that man-o'-war boat, there’ll be
“Captain,” said the reporter, as he
lively times among ye, sure’s your born.”
Acting upon this hint, the men bent to elbowed his way into the circle, “how
their oars, and in another moment we large waves did you ever see on the
were on shore, where Captain Hunter was lakes ?’’
"Well, let’s see. Do you mean within
waiting our arrival.
the
last five years?’’
The Skipper was introduced to the
"I mean any time since you have been
English Lieutenant, aud to his brother
officer, who proved to be the ship’s sur sailing.”
"Oh—any! Well, sir, twenty years
geon. The English merchant captain
looked hot and uncomfortable as he chew ago, when I used to sail the bark John B.
ed away at an unlighted cigar. Captain Skinner, I saw waves on the Saginaw
Hunter appeared cool and collected, Bay which must have been----- ”
though his countenance showed traces of “Go on.”
"Say,” observed the captain, “please
anxiety, which was perfectly natural un
der the circumstances. I had barely ask some of the gentlemen their opinion.”
There were six other captains in the
time to notice the two men, when the
party started for the ground, followed by circle. Two of them said they had seen
a sober crowd composed chiefly of cap waves fifteen feet high ; two more agreed
on twenty feet, and the other pair thought
tains and other ship’s officers.
Upon reaching the place, the seconds they had seen a few waves running
proceeded to business at once. In ar around loose which must have been all of
ranging the preliminaries, our skiptper twenty-five feet high.
"Now, then, captain,’’ said the reporter
bore himseIf with more dignity than I
had given him credit for possessing. I to the first.
"Well, sir,’’ replied the captain, "be
remember that he took exceptions to the
ing that the other gentlemen have given
position allotted to his friend.
"I object," he said, quietly, when the in their figures, I will say that I have
English officer was proceeding with the seen waves on the Saginaw Bay exactly
fifty-one feet and seven inches high. I
arrangements.
"I objectfi he repeated, more forcibly, took a ladder and a tape-line and measured
when the latter attempted tO convince ’em, and I know I knocked off at least
ten inches of their tops in reaching up 1”
him.
He came last, and the other captains
"Great guns, don’t you hear me say I
Object!” He demanded, fearing that no could only nurse their desperation.—
attention was to be paid to his complaint. Detroit Free Press.
It is needless to add that his objection Written for the Bee.
was heard and allowed.
‘ IT LOOKS LIKE TIME.
I do not recollect the distance at which
the men were placed, but I know that it
A gentleman of Newburyport, Mass.,
struck me as being remarkably short. being in Boston, thought he would have
They were to face each other, and were his likeness taken, to surprise aud please
not to fire until the English Lieutenant the folks at home. He went into a pho
bad counted three.
tograph room and told the artist he had
"Aim at his heart, and fire the instant never had a picture taken, but guessed he
I stop counting said the officer to his would like to try one, just as he was.
principal, in a loud voice, as the men were He had on a very shiny new beaver, at
conducted to their stations.
the time, and on the wall opposite to him,
"Give him an American salute straight when the picture was taken, was a little
between the eyes, and fire when you clock. This was all very well, but when
darned please was our S kipper’s part the likeness was shown him, there was
ing injunction as he pressed his friend’s the little clock, nicely reflected on his new
hand and retired to a safe distance.
boavtr and telling the exact time at which
"Are you ready gentlemen?” asked the picture was taken. This was the first,
the Lieutenant.
last, and only likeness the man ever had
"All rcady,” was the reply from each. taken.
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Tramps are numerous.
Maple sugar is in the market.
The assessors are full of business.
Dealers are shipping eggs to Boston.
The country roads are in a bad con
dition.
This week, there has been a gradual
falling off in the tides.
Farmers are beginning to haul lumber
away from the saw mill.
The fall of snow last Sunday fairly
took the town by storm.
The village youngsters are up to their
eyes in marbles and mud.
The police court has found a little busi
ness to attend to this week.
Chas. Flagg & Son display a fine lot of
furniture in their show windows.
Many of the ice firms on the river are
making preparations for shipping.
The street lamps are well looked after,
and are a blessing to the community.
£ The Dresden mail carrier is now
obliged to cross the Kennebec on foot.
Boys, armed with baskets, are scouring
the highways and by ways in search of
bones.
Joseph Proctor the 14th. The sale of
tickets will commence to-morrow morning
at Beale’s.
Tibbetts has some of the largest and
best Florida oranges eVer brought to
Richmond.
The Boston ten cent store has changed*
hands. The name of its present owner is
L. C. Bryan.
T. J. with his blue J fooled some of
the wisest men in the village on the
morning of April 1st.
After billing the town with some of
the best paper ever hung in Richmond,
the Danites faiIed to appear.
The snow storm of Wednesday night
affords a remarkable instance of Winter
lingering in the lap of Spring.
A. A. Wood has built a stable on his
lot at the ferry, to replace the building
that was burned not long since.
The sidewalk in front of the Odd Fel
lows’ building is now in good shape,
thanks to the labors of friend Jenkins.
Now is the time of year when a driver
wouldn’t miss stopping his horse on a
crossing for a dollar and a half in money.
W. C. Blair & Co., have bought the
stock and fixtures of the saloon on Main
street formerly owned by G. W. Hussey.
Professor Chandler’s lecture, announced
to come off Monday evening at the Free
Baptist church, deserves to be well at
tended.
The residents in District No. 6 are
agitating the question ot building a new
school-house. We hope the project will
succeed.
The Western Union Telegraph Com
pany advertises to furnish private tele
phone lines, fully equipped, for parties de
siring them.
T. M. Rollins was put through a course
of sprouts, Tuesday evening, at a regular
meeting of the K. of P’s. He now con
siders himself "a brave man.”
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Cherry Pectoral.

- ----- -FORT-~■

No other complaints aro so insidious in their
attack as thoSe ail'oeting the throat and lungs:
none so trifled with by the majority of suffer
ers. The ordinary cough or cold, resulting
perhaps from a trilling or unconaciouS ex-

HANGINGS.

poeure, ie often bnt ths beginning of » fatal

T.

G.

HERBERT’S.
-------- o --------

sickness. ATBn’S Cnr.RRT PacronAL has
▼ell proven Ito efficacy in a forty yoara’ fight
with throat and lung diseases, and should be
taken in all cases without delay.

A. BEALE,

A Terrlblo Cough Cured.

See the following
PELTOE

LIST.

Men’s Kip Boots,
$2.50 former price $3.25
3.50
3.00
“ Calf “
3.50
2.75
“
“ Bals,
50
30
“
Slippers,
2.50
2.00
Boys’ Kip Boots,
2.00
2.50
Calf Bals,
1.50
Childrens’ Peb.Goat Button, 1.25
3.05
2.50
Taidies’ Fine Kid Button,
1.40
“
Walking Shoes,
1.00
2.50
“
Kid Button,
2.00
75
“
Serge Button,
1.40
1.00
“
Vassar Ties,
50
30
“
Slippers,
LOO
65
Misses’ Split Bals,
1.25
“
Kid Button,
1.00
60
“
Slippers,

Other Goods in this Line will
be sold correspondingly Low.
CALL

AND

EXAMINE

“In 1857 1 to(>k a severe cold, which affected
my lungs. I had a terrible cough, and passed
night after night without sleep. The doctors
gave me up. 1 tried Ayek’s Chekhy PecTORAL, which relieved my lungs, induced
sleep, and afforded me the rest -necessary
for the recovery of my strength. By the
continued use of the PECTORAL a perma
nent cure was effected. I am now 62 years
old, hale and hearty, and am satisfied your
CHERRY PectoRAL saved me.
HORACE FAIRBROTIIER.”

Rockingham, Vt., July 15, 1882.

Croup. — A Mother’s Tribute.
“While in the country last winter my little
boy, three years old, was taken ill with croup;
it seemed as if he would die from strangu
lation. One of the family suggested the use
of Ayek’s CHERRY PECTORAL, a buttle of
which was always kept in the house. This
was tried in small and frequent doses, and
to our delight in less than half an hour the
little patient was breathing easily. The doc
tor said that the Chf.Rkv PectoRAL had
saved my darling’s life. Can you wonder at
our gratitude? Sincerely yours,
Mbs. Emma Gedkey.”
159 Vest !28th St., New York, May 16, 1882.

-------- AT--------

hesitate to pronounce it the n.ost effectual
remedy for coughs and c< 1 s we have ever
tried.
A. .I. CRANE.”
Lake Crystal. Minn., March 13, 1882.

T. G. Herbert’s,

“ I suffered for eight years from Bronchitis,
and after trying many remedies with no suc
cess, 1 was cured by the use of Ayek’s CheRbv PectoRAL.
'
Josevh WALDEN.”
Byhalia, Miss., April 5, lt'82.

MAIN ST.___ ”
An Eye To ■Business.

W. A. Bibber the druggist, is always
wide awake to business and spares no pains
to secure the best of every article in his
line.
He has secured the agency for
Kemp’s Balsam for consumption, Coughs.
Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis, and all aflo1'
tions of the throat and lungs. Sold on
positive guarantee. Price 50 cents and
Si.00.Trial size free.
Iy4

SOLD BY WEIGHT.

“ I cannot say enough in praise of Ayer’s
CheRRv PectoRAL, believing as I do that
but for its use 1 should long since have died
from lung troubles
E. BRAGD0N.”
Palestine, Texas, April 22, lt82.

No case of an affection of the throat or
lungs exists which cannot be greatly relieved
by the use of AVER’S Cnr:i:i:v IT.< toRAL,
and it will always cure when the disease is
not alreadj- beyond the control ol n.emcine.
PREPARED BY

Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Druggists.

------ OUR

CUSTOM TAILORING.

We are asked every day whether we
measure or weigh our corn. We reply:
------- o ----We inVariably weigh it, though perhaps
it would be for our advantage tO measure
it, as new corn will not weigh 56 pounds
Now is the time to buv custom
tn the measured bushel, measure it as
clothing
cheap at
fairly as you can. Farmers trying the
experiment Of weighing a measured bus
hel will be at once convinced of the truth
Of the above statement.
E. A. MORRILL & CO.

T. G. HERBERT’S

“I have used Ayek’s Cukkry PECTORAL

in my family for several years, and do not

MAINE.

RICHMOND,

^egal But ices.
For the next sixty days, I shall
and Boys’

sell Men’s, Youths’
Assessors Notice. custom
clothing at
To the inhabitants of the town of Richmond
and all persons liable to be assessed therein, you
are hereby notified that the subscribers will be in
session at the Selectmens office, in said town, on
Tuesday the first day of April next, at ten o’clock
in the forenoon, for the purpose of receiving true
and perfect lists of all the Polls and estates, both
real and personal, not by law exempted from
taxation which you are possessed of in said town
of Richmond, on the first day ot April next,
which lists you are requested to make an^ bring
in from the first to the fifteen th of said month as
provided by the Revised Statutes, Chapter 6,
section 65.
F. HOUDLETTE, ) Assessors •
A. E. PURINGTON, /
of
EDWIN TOTMAN, ) Richmond.
Richmond, March 26th, 1884 .
3t 39

MOOTTO:-------

Greatly Reduced Prices.

Call and examine my stock be
fore purchasing elsewhere.
Prompt attention given to or
ders,and satisfaction guaranteed.

“We Strive to Please!"

READY-MADE

-------- o-------This to inform my customers and the public
generally that I shall keep in addition to my
stock of

CLOTHING

A FULL LINE OF

GROCERIES.

constantly in stock, and offered
at prices as low as can be had
elsewhere.

----- O-----

BUTTER AND EGGS TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE FOR GOODS.
-------- o--------

PRICES AS LOW AS CAN BE
OBTAINED ELSEWHERE.

2m 19

B.

We Have Some

CHOICE DRY CORN.

Farmers wishing to buy a
MAIN STREET, RICHMOND.
quantity of Corn or Meal to last
through Mud Time, Would do
S. ROBINSON, well to take some from this lot.
--------- MANUFACTURER

OF---------

ICE IfUNS AND SCRAPERS, E. A. MORRILL & Co.

Gents’ Furnishing Goods
A full line ot Fancy Shirts
and Underwear. A small lot of
Men’s Hand-knit Drawers, will
be sold tor $1.50 former price
$2.50. A large assortment of
Mens’ Country Socks and Mit
tens at 40 cts., per pair.

When nine Out of ten persons during
Call and Examine tlie
SASH, DOOES All# BUMS.
Among the curiosities brought frOtn
the season have not escaped a cold of
Tnke
15
Cnts
Florida by S. W. Jack, is a lemon meas
Straight
and some kind is it to be wondered that ten
And get Kemps Botanic Liver Pills for Planing and
uring tweh’e inches in circumference. It
persons die every hOtir during the twentyCrooked
Sawing
done
at
Short
Headache, for Biliousness, for Torpid Liv
is big enough for two men to squeeze.
four, with consumption ? Prevent this
great mortahty at once by taking JAD
We are unable to learn that any ar er, for the Complexion, Use nO other. Notice.
Sold
by
W.
A.
Bibber.
Iy4
WINS TAR SYRUP.
rangements have been made for Memorial
BRIDGE STREET.
Day services in Richmond, though the
In paying a dollar for a bottle of JAD
GARDINER - - - - MAINE.
matter will douptless receive attention in
WIN
’S PINE TAR SYRUP, you re
6m29
due season.
ceive a box of JADWIN’R QUI VIVE
Ground Bone,
Davis Collins is digging a cellar on the
THE BEST PLACE ON BARTH TO BUI
STOMACH PILLS, making it only cost
Claflin lot. The old house has been
yOu 75 cents for your syrup.
Ground Oyster Shells,
New and Second-Hand
moved to the rear of the lot, aud the
MAIN STREET.
Wheat Screenings,
work of framing the new dwelling will
A good staple patent medicine like JAD
29
HORIZONTAL, PORTABLE WIN
begin at once.
’S TAR SYRUP may be trusted
Corn Sccreeniugs,
AND VERTICAL
with far more safety than a doctor’s preAlthough not favored with a very large
scriptiOn. The former has been tested a
attendance, the dance at the Town hall For Sale in any quantity at the
hundred thousand times, while the latter
last Friday evening proved to be a very
may effect and may not.
Of all kinds, from ONE to TWO HUNDRED
enjoyable affair, as we are informed by
HORSE POWER,
parties who were present.
About twice as much of JADWIN’S
Lathes. Drills, Planers and PINE
TAR SYRUP for your money as
Smith & Hall have put up a handsome
Pumps: also Agent for the that of any ether, and every one admits
new sign at their store in the Odd Fel
•Hain WlL Street,
Celebrated North Caro
it a hundred times better for Colds, Croup
lows' building. Next week we shall at
&c. It is about the only Cough remedy
tempt a description of the place, which is
lina Portable.
RXCRMSONR.
made On scientific principles.
one of the finest dry goods establishments
CORN MILLS AND MILLSTONES
in the State.
The Laconic proverb "Know Thyself’ ALA7V UFACTURER
W. C. Wyman, who, a few months
was the advice of one of Greece’s early
since, was indicted for keeping a liquor
philosophers. It is just as little heeded Monuments, Headstones,
OUSE and lot formerly known as thc John
nuisance in Richmond, and who failed to
Toothaker property. Situated on Front St., No 77 Haverhill St-, BOSTON. to-day as when uttered over two thousand
Tablets, Marble Mantles,
appear at the December term of court at
at foot of Lincoln St. Store under dwelling. Lot
«3j»Send for Clrculars.TCJi
38 3m
years ago. To know the merit in JAD
consists
three-quarters of an acre, under cul
Bath, was arrested last Tuesday in Pitts tivation, oftwo
wood sheds connected with the
Washstand Tops,
WIN
’
S
TAR
SYRUP
is
to
recognize
a
ton by Sheriff Hodges. Wyman was house. Buildings in good repair. Will be sold
gOod family medicine.
cheap for cash.
Etc., Etc.
taken to Bath, for trial at the present For further particulars inquire on the premises.
Having
disposed
of
our
interest
in
the
Coal
40
4w
WM.
CRAWFORD
term of court.
Business, we are desirous of closing our books.
GRANITE WORK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
Parties having demands against us are notified to
We understand that the Star of the
present the same for settlement, and all persons
------- made to order at the------1ndebted.tr e requested to make immediate pay
East is to adopt new running time. The
A E. S VIALL,
ment to
HARLOW & WALKER,
House
and
lot
on
Bridge
st.
Good
stable,
tvoodLowest Possible Rates.
steamer will leave Gardiner at half-past
FRONT STREET.
34 tf
Merchant Tailor and Gents’
shed, hen-house hog pen, etc., all undercover and
two, p. m., Richmond at half-past three,
be reached without going out doors. House
Furnishing Goods, Boynton Block,
nn I TB F* Send six cents for postage, can
all modern conveniences, including water in Monuments and Headstones Cleaned
r KI / F and receive free, a costly box has
instead of four o’clock as formerly, and
Main Street. Hats, Caps and
■ ■ ■■fcfcn of goods which will help all, the kitchen, never failing well on the premises.
For
and Reset.
Bath at forty minutes past five. Her
of either sex, to more money right away than further particulars, apply on the premises or
Gents’ Kids a specialty.
address
anything else in the world. Fortunes await the
sailing days will be Mondays and Thurs
GEO.
WARREN
JOIINSON,
’
ftB.Orders
trom
other
towns promptly attended to.
workers absolutely sure. At once address TRUE &
tf 37
Richmond Maine.
4ltf
Co., Augusta, Maine.
38 ly
days, as heretofore.
37 lv

WHITE SEWING MACHINE.

POULTRY SUPPLIES,

T. G. HERBERT’S,

ENGINES

AND

E. E, BOSTON’S

BOILERS

Marble 1 Works,

RICHNEOND

GRIST MILL,
E.A. MORRILL 1 GO.

House For Sale.

GEO. F. HOLT,

H

TO WHOM IT“MAY CONCERNi

F OR

A

SALE I

